Plant A Seed! Feed A Soul!

Hope Seeds is a Christian, charitable ministry that seeks to improve the nutrition of the poorest in the world, by providing quality garden seed and agricultural education through Christian missionaries and organizations.

Our Philosophy and Method of Outreach:

Empower!

Hope Seeds, Inc., founded in 1999, has as its principle mission to provide quality garden seed to the hungry and hurting. More than ten million packets of carefully selected varieties of nutritious vegetables have been sent to 60+ nations, customized for climate and culture. The staff of Hope Seeds has extensive experience, within the vegetable seed industry, and uses this knowledge to assure a continuous supply of high-quality seed.

Educate!

Educational materials about gardening, nutrition, and seed saving are supplied with each seed shipment. These materials, along with teaching provided by the missionary groups, help to ensure that quality seed will always be available to the communities we have served.

Encourage!

Quality vegetable seed, essential for sustainable nutrition, is a resource not readily available or affordable in most countries served. Seed is distributed by missionaries, pastors, mission teams, and agricultural relief organizations. A Message of Hope tract is included with all seed deliveries, so the Good News of Christ may be shared.

All support afforded Hope Seeds multiplies its capacity to serve the hungry and malnourished of the world. Together, the hope within each and every seed is able to be shared … Plant a Seed! Feed a Soul!

Hope Seeds, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.
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Discover how to partner with Hope Seeds and be a part of its mission … HopeSeeds.org